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Description

Directions

Vacuum carpet thoroughly to remove dry particulate soil.  Test all carpeting for color fastness before applying

any carpet cleaning product.

Shake well before using and dilute 1 part to 1 part water. For stubborn areas use undiluted.

g Apply at 200 - 300 Sq. Ft. per “Ready To Use” gallon.
g Best applied with a low pressure sprayer using 30 to 50 and a 8001 Tee Jet.  Can be applied with anPSI

Injection Sprayer.
g Allow 5 to 10 minutes dwell time then scrub with a brush or an agitation machine such as a rotary, cimex or

OP machine.
g If accidently applied to non-carpet surfaces wipe off before it becomes dry.
g Allow carpet to dry completely.  Vacuum to remove encapsulated salt and soil.
g Flush application equipment with water after use.

See product label and for additional information and instructions.SDS
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products that make a heroYOU

in your customers eyes!b

P Very Cost Effective!

P Removes ugly Salt Stains and grime like nothing else.

P Penetrates and emulsifies the sticky film that binds dirt to carpet fibers.

P Pleasant strawberry scent.

P Forms an encapsulating film upon drying.

P Freeze-Thaw stable.

P Virtually Indefinite Shelf Life.

Packaging..............1 gal bottles (4 per case)

Health

Reactivity

Salt Eraser is an aggressive, encapsulating pre-spray that quickly dissolves salt & grime so that it can

be easily removed with low moisture carpet cleaning systems.

It was carefully formulated to address the challenges of removing tracked in salt melt and grime on

synthetic commercial carpet.

It is a perfect combination of Low pH, aggressive surfactant technology and encapsulating polymer.

Where salt melt is involved, it simply makes any job go quicker and easier without worry of leaving a dirt

attracting residue. If you dry some undiluted product in a shallow dish or saucer, it simply dries to a

brittle, stallizing residue.cry
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Salt Eraser
ENCAPSULATING

SALT STAIN REMOVER ENCAPSULATING
SALT STAIN REMOVER

Perfect for low moisture systems! .Removes ugly salt stains without the need for extraction
Safe on nylon, polyester & polypropylene.
Biodegradable and Freeze-Thaw Stable.
Pleasant Strawberry Scent.
No sticky ingredients such as citric acid.

$ Perfect for low moisture systems! Removes ugly
salt stains without the need for extraction.

$ Safe on nylon, polyester & polypropylene.

$ Biodegradable and Freeze-Thaw Stable.

$ Pleasant Strawberry Scent.

$ No sticky residue.

$ pH approx 4.0- 5.0 at dilution.

Ingredients: Proprietary... Unique, salt removing blend of low pH
surfactant and polymer.

Application:
> Shake well before using and dilute 1 part to 1 part water. For

stubborn areas use undiluted.
> Apply at 200 - 300 Sq. Ft. per “Ready To Use” gallon.
> PSIBest applied with a low pressure sprayer using 30 to 50 and a

8001 Tee Jet.  Can be applied with an Injection Sprayer.
> Allow 5 to 10 minutes dwell time then scrub with a brush or an

agitation machine such as a rotary, cimex or OP machine.
> If accidently applied to non-carpet surfaces wipe off before it
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER:  Seller's and manufacturer's liability for any and all losses or damages resulting from any cause whatsoever shall in no event exceed the purchase price of this product, with respect to which losses of damages are claimed. Before
using this product, user must determine the suitability of this product for its intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. The manufacturer and seller make no representation or warranty, including merchantability of any other kind,
expressed or implied. The forgoing can not be altered except by written agreement by officers of the manufacturer.
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Salt Eraser becomes dry.
> Allow carpet to dry completely.  Vacuum to

remove encapsulated salt and soil.
> Flush application equipment with water after use.

Caution:
Keep out of the reach of children. Might be corrosive
to some metals.  Do not re-use container.  Dispose of
this container according to government regulations.

Signal word: WARNING
Hazard statement:

H320 Causes eye irritation.
Precautionary statements:
P280 Wear protective gloves/eye protection.
P264 Wash hands and exposed skin thoroughly with soap

and water after handling.

First Aid Measures:
o INHALATION: If inhaled, remove to fresh air.  If not breathing, give artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give

oxygen. Call a physician.
o SKIN CONTACT: In case of contact wash skin with soap and water.
o Wash contaminated clothing before reuse.
o EYE CONTACT: In case of contact, immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes.  Call a

physician.
o INGESTION: If swallowed induce vomiting.  Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Call a

physician.

STORAGE:  Store in a cool dry place.

HANDLING:  For use by professionals only.  Rubber gloves and goggles may be worn. Avoid contact with skin, eyes
or clothing.  Wash thoroughly after handling. Use with adequate ventilation or supply breathing apparatus with organic
filters if necessary.E: Store in cool dry place. room temperature. HANDLING: No special precautions. Normal
handling: Rubber gloves recommended. Refer to SDS for additional information.

No Sticky Residue!




